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NEW HIGHLY EFFICIENT ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS FROM CRÉATION BAUMANN
With the two new top absorbers SONIC PLUS and SONIC MELT, Création Baumann is extending
its pioneering role further. The functional, aesthetic, acoustic textiles are highly absorbent
solutions that allow open floor plans to be flexibly zoned. In this way, designers can use these
specialist textiles to create modern, hybrid room concepts that place particular demands on the
acoustic room atmosphere.

Agility, flexibility and adaptability characterise modern, flowing spatial structures, whether in the office or
in the private home. The open-space floor plans are multifunctional and have to meet different demands.
Meeting points for conversations and quiet areas have to be combined with acoustic privacy to create a
versatile workspace.
To respond to these developments, the Swiss textile specialist Création Baumann develops textile acoustic solutions and is a global leader in this field. By zoning with sound-absorbing and sound-insulating fabrics, floor plans can be designed to suit different acoustic situations. In this way, the interior atmosphere
can be significantly improved.

Aesthetic and functional: the new double-face textiles SONIC MELT and SONIC PLUS
With the new double-face textiles SONIC MELT and SONIC PLUS, Création Baumann launches acoustic
fabrics with the highest sound absorption coefficient for solutions that quickly and flexibly create acoustically shielded zones in the room. In this way, rooms can be designed to be open or closed without structural measures.

Despite their highly functional properties, the textiles have an aesthetic and homely appearance on the
front and back and improve the acoustic room atmosphere in both commercial and private areas.

Innovation leader in the field of highly efficient acoustic solutions
Création Baumann's portfolio of acoustic solutions includes the innovative, sound-absorbing ACOUSTIC
DIVIDER VARIO system, modular acoustic panels from acousticpearls and a wide range of opaque top
absorbers, semi-transparent and transparent textiles that efficiently control sound. The competence of the
holistic range is only made possible by vertical integration: design, research & development, production,
marketing & sales take place in the company itself.
In addition, Création Baumann is always involved in research projects to develop new types of acoustic
solutions for interior design.
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ABOUT CRÉATION BAUMANN
The forward-looking Swiss family business Création Baumann, based in Langenthal, has been one of the
world's leading textile manufacturers for more than 130 years. High-quality and sustainable materials,
timeless design and the demand for high production quality determine the textile collections, which comprise more than 600 products and 6000 colours.
The portfolio covers curtain, decoration, upholstery, outdoor and functional fabrics for the residential and
contract market. In addition, Création Baumann offers tailor-made, innovative shading systems for interiors and has the world's largest range of opaque and transparent acoustic fabrics.
The design studio and the textile production are located in Langenthal, Switzerland. Création Baumann
controls the entire manufacturing process from the idea, to the processing of the yarn to the finished fabric and proves its passion for unique and innovative fabrics again and again.
www. creationbaumann.com

